
EXTRUSION CUTTERS 

Diamond America Cutters can 
be tested in our lab to validate 
exact process specifications 
for the best final extruded 
product quality and maximum 
process efficiency.

Lab Cutting Test Service

Diamond America offers several types of standard extrusion cutters including rotary, guillotine and fly knife cutters. 
Fully customized cutters can be designed to meet the exact specifications of a particular application. All Diamond 
America cutters are ergonomically designed, hygienic and easily fitted to allow maximum uptime.

Specifications can vary according to the extruded product, material and application. Our experienced engineers 
make sure critical factors are precisely designed into each cutter. Critical factors such as the cutting mechanism 
or method, blade shape, blade thickness, and cutting speed is intrinsic to the overall process design and may also 
contribute to the shaping of the final product.



Rotary Cutters
Diamond America offers standard high-speed air or water induction Rotary 
Cutters and complete, custom-built designs. With multiple blade and wire cutting 
selections, these cutters are easily adjustable and can be mounted directly to 
the die, or direct hinge mounted for quick access to the die. A safety limit switch 
ensures it will not operate while open.

Our Dynaforce Rotary Cutter is fitted with a spring-loaded swivel head to ensure 
even, full contact to the die face. Standard models include the RC200 (2"), RC400 
(4") and RC700 (6-8").

Guillotine Cutters
Guillotine Cutters are offered for large diameter cutting requirements. The cutter can be 
outfitted with optic sensors to trigger at specific cut lengths, or work with a set timer. 
Designed for use in conveyor systems and with an unlimited range of profiles, customers 
can expect even, precisely-measured cuts.

A Guillotine Cutter can be built to your specification or you can choose our standard model 
in two sizes, the GC200 (designed for the Diamond America TF200 Extruder) or GC400.
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Consulting
A collaborative approach leads to a deep 
understanding of the customer’s extrusion 
and die requirements.

Remanufacturing
Examination of customer’s extrusion 
processes leads to recommendations 
for increased performance.

Testing Lab
Testing supports customers in research and 
development of materials, processes, and 
when needed, formulations.

Manufacturing
Expertise in design and engineering leads 
to reliable manufacturing and fabrication 
solutions.

Design
Through consulting, clever design 
enhancements produce maximum 
extruder performance.

Diamond America
Capabilities

Fly Knife Cutters
Fly Knife Cutters provide a fast and clean cut for many applications. Our Fly Knife 
Cutters can be programmed to cut at specific intervals and lengths to ensure 
strict specification tolerances. Delivering the blade velocity and weight in motion 
ensures precise cuts each cycle regardless of the application. 
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